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[0, l] is partitioned by randomly splitting the longest subinterval, of length L, into two intervals 
of lengths LV and L(l - V). V is independent of the past with a fixed distribution on (0,l). If 
there are n subintervals and L, is the length of a randomly chosen subinterval, then P(nL, E dy) = 
y-‘P(K exp(-T,) E dy) where K = E(exp( T,)) and T0 is the first renewal in a stationary renewal 
process constructed from V. 
random subdivision * splitting process * empirical distribution function * limit law * stationary 
renewal process 
1. Introduction 
Kakutani [5] introduced a deterministic model for subdivision of [0, l] at the 
longest subintervals which led to a natural stochastic generalization. The stochastic 
model is the following: At time n = 0, there is one interval, [0, I]. At time n = 1, 
[0, l] splits into a left subinterval of length V and a right subinterval of length 1 - V. 
V has distribution function F on (0, 1). If at time n, there are N, split points Xi, 
X*, . . . , X,” determining N, + 1 subintervals of lengths L,, L,, . . . , LNm+I, then at 
time n + 1, all longest subintervals, say of length L, split simultaneously and indepen- 
dently into a left interval of length LV and a right interval of length L( 1 - V). 
Throughout the process, an independent copy of V is used to split each subinterval. 
Initial interest in this process centered around proving the conjecture that the 
split points X,, X2, X3,. . . , are asymptotically uniformly distributed, i.e. 
(1.1) 
for each XE [0, 11. Since (1.1) holds if the X,, X2, X3,. . . , are i.i.d. uniform on 
(0, l), and splitting longest intervals would seem to have a stronger tendency towards 
uniformly distributed split points, (1 .l) is easy to believe. However, it is surprisingly 
difficult to prove due to the complex dependencies of the Xi’s_ Kakutani proved 
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(1.1) when F concentrates unit mass at 6 E (0,l). The first proofs of (1.1) for random 
splitting were obtained independently by Lootgieter [6] and by Van Zwet [ll] for 
uniform splitting, F(x) = x. Lootgieter [7] also proved (1.1) for F with a non-zero 
Lebesgue component. 
Pyke [lo] suggested that to exhibit a difference in the character of Kakutani 
splitting and uniform i.i.d. splitting one should analyze the empirical distribution 
of the resealed lengths, 
(1.2) 
Pyke showed if F(x) =x, then 
lim H(n, x) = x/2 a.s. 
“+m 
for 0 < x < 2, the uniform distribution on (0,2). Blum [l] had shown earlier that if 
the X,, X,, X,, . . . , are i.i.d. uniform, then 
lim H( n, x) = 1 - eFx 
n-oo 
for x > 0, the mean one exponential distribution. So by examining (1.2), Pyke showed 
a significant difference between Kakutani splitting and uniform i.i.d. splitting. 
Lootgieter [8] and Brennan and Durrett [2,3] studied a family of processes for 
splitting [0, l] that interpolates these two cases. The processes depend on two 
parameters, a distribution function F and a real number (Y E (-CO, CO). F defines a 
splitting distribution as above and (Y determines which subinterval is split. At time 
n, there are n + 1 intervals with lengths Li, Lz, . . . , L,+l. One interval is chosen from 
the n + 1 intervals according to the probability density that assigns mass proportional 
to L” to the i-th interval. The chosen interval, say of length L, splits at time n + 1 
into a left interval of length LV and a right interval of length L( 1 - V). When (Y = 1 
and F(x) = x, the split points are i.i.d. uniform on (0, l), and at least heuristically 
the o-processes approach the Kakutani process as (Y + CO. 
If (Y > 1, there is a greater tendency to split longer intervals than when (Y = 1, so 
it is natural to conjecture (1.1) holds in this case. Lootgieter [8] proved this conjecture 
is correct. However, Brennan and Durrett [2] showed the limiting behavior of the 
split points changes not at (Y = 1, but at (Y = 0. They showed (1.1) is true if 0 < cy 
and fails if (Y s 0. In [3] they calculated the almost sure limit of (1.2), call it H,, 
for each CY E (0, CO) and each F with a non-zero Lebesgue component. 
In this paper, we will make the relationship between Kakutani splitting and 
a-splitting more precise by determining the relationship between Ha and the almost 
sure limit of (1.2) for Kakutani splitting, denoted H,, which we compute for splitting 
distributions that have a non-zero Lebesgue component. Partially our interest centers 
on the fact that the structure of H, is somewhat different than any H,. 
The limit in (1.2) is unaffected if a coin is tossed to decide if LV becomes a left 
interval or a right interval; i.e. the limit in (1.2) only depends on F as a function 
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of F(x) = (F(x) + 1 - F( 1 - x - ))/2, the symmetrization of F about 4. For simplicity 
and with no real loss of generality, we will assume F is symmetric about i. 
For comparison purposes, we recall the main result of [3]. 
(1.3) Theorem. For the a-splitting process with (Y > 0 and F with a non-zero Lebesgue 
component, 
for x > 0, 
Y, = Z & exp(-aT,) 
m=O 
and K, = EY,‘/*. {T,}zZo and {&,,}~=o are independent. {&,,} are i.i.d. mean one 
exponential and 0 < To < T, < TZ < * . . is the stationary renewal process generated by 
the distribution function 6(y) = 1 - $e-‘-) for F(x) =j,” 2y dF(y). 
The last statement of Theorem 1.3 says {T,} has independent increments, the 
first increment, To, has density function &-‘( 1 - C?), and the remaining increments 
have distribution function 6. k < 00 is the mean of &. 
At first glance the description of Y, looks formidable for computation, but if we 
set So = 0 and S, = Tk - To for k 3 1, then 
Y,=exp(-CXT,) f & exp(-n&)=exp(-cYT,)Z, 
k=O 
(1.4) 
and the terms of the product are independent. We do not need to know much about 
2, for the purposes of this paper, but 2, belongs to a class of random variables 
that have been extensively studied (e.g. Vervaat [12]). It is immediate that the 
exponential random variables in the sum for Z, assure that H, has the following 
properties: 
(a) H, is absolutely continuous. 
(b) The closed support of H, is [0, 00). 
It is routine to check that EZ!‘a + 1 as (Y + 00; consequently, 
(1.5) 
K = lim K, = E(exp( To)) < CO 
a-cc 
and, for p 2 0, 
xP dH,(x) = KP-‘E(exp((1 -p)T,)) 
I 
co 
= xPx-‘P(K exp( - To) E dx). 
0 
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The measure in the last integral has support contained in [0, K], so, by the method 
of moments, we have shown 
lim H,(x)= 
,X-a) 5 
X 
y-‘P( K exp( - To) E dy) (1.6) 
0 
for O<x<K. 
If the heuristic statement that Kakutani splitting is the limit of a-splitting as 
(Y + cc is correct, then it is reasonable to expect that the limit measure in (1.6) is 
the almost sure limit of (1.2) for Kakutani splitting. This is indeed the case; we 
state it as our main theorem and spend the remainder of the paper proving it. 
(1.7) Theorem. For Kakutani splitting, 
H,(x) = lim .-,A :<’ Iw,+w,+ = y-lP(K exp(-To) E dy) 
n 1 1 
for 0 < x < K where K = E(exp( To)) and T,, is the jirst renewal in the stationary 
renewal process described in Theorem (1.3). 
H, has the following properties: 
(a) H, is absolutely continuous. 
(b) The closed support of H, is [0, K]. 
(1.8) 
The density of H,, denoted h, can be explicitly computed in terms of F. Omitting 
the details of the computation, we find 
I 
UK-’ 
h(u) = 2Ku-’ Y dF(y) (1.9) 
0 
for O< u < K and K-’ = Ji -2x log x dF(x). 
Example. If F(x) = x, then K = 2 and h(u) = 5, and we obtain the result of Pyke [lo]. 
In [3], the limit of (1.2) for the a-processes was obtained by embedding the 
processes in continuous time and analyzing the backward differential equations for 
the mean and variance of the empirical moments of the lengths. This technique 
breaks down at LY = co, because the rate of splitting for the continuous time process 
goes to zero as LY + co. Continuous time splitting is the origin of the exponential 
random variables in Y, of Theorem (1.3); the slowing down of the process evidences 
itself analytically as 2:‘” + 1 as LY + 00. 
Instead of indexing the Kakutani process in time, we use position. This idea was 
first used by Lootgieter [6] and Van Zwet [ll] in their analysis of (1.1). Differential 
equations for the mean and variance of the empirical moments are replaced by 
renewal equations. Obtaining a good upper bound for the variance, which is done 
in Section 3, is the difhcult technical aspect of our proof. To estimate a term in the 
equation for the variance, we use a coupling technique developed by Ney [93. To 
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apply Ney’s coupling, we need to assume F has a non-zero Lebesgue component. 
(Actually we need slightly less, namely, that some n-fold convolution of 6 defined 
above have a non-zero Lebesgue component, but the difference is of little con- 
sequence.) Ney’s coupling was also used in [2] and [3], but with the exception of 
(3.4a) below, the details are different. 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.7 
The method of proof is to apply renewal theory to analyze integral equations for 
the mean and variance of the empirical moments of the lengths, and then establish 
weak convergence of the empirical distribution function by the method of moments. 
Chapter 11 of Feller [4] contains all the renewal theory we use. 
Our first result is a convenient restatement of the renewal theorem. 
(2.1) Lemma. Let G be a distribution function on (0, 1) such that 7-l = 
Ii-log x dG(x) < ~0. Ij- 
f(z) = a(z)+ 
I 
‘J(zx-‘) dG(x) 
Z 
for z E (0, 11 and up’s(u) is directly Riemann integrable on (0, 11, then 
I 
1 
lim f(z) = y 
z+O+ 
u~‘u(u) du. 
0 
Proof. Set z = eel for t z 0, y = -log x, g(t) =f(e-‘) and G(y) = 1- G(e-Y -), then 
g(t)=a(e-‘)+ rg(t-y)dG(y) 
I 0 
where 7-l = jy y d&(y) = 5: -log x dG(x) < co. By the renewal theorem, 
I 
m 1 
limf(z)=hrirg(t)=r 
z-PO+ 
a(e-‘) dt = y I u-la(u) du. 0 0 
We now examine the Kakutani splitting process at the first time when every 
interval is of length strictly less than z E (0,~). Z(z) denotes the number of intervals 
and {Lj: 1 s is Z(z)} are the interval lengths. We set 
Z(Z) 
L(z,P)= c L? 
i=l 
for p 2 0 and note that L(z, 0) = Z(z) and that 
L(z,& l 
I 
for 1 < z, 
PLl(zX-‘,p)+(l-X)pL,(z(l-X)-l,p) forO<z<l, 
(2.2) 
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where L,( *, p) and L2( a, /3) are independent and have the same distribution as 
L( *, /3) and are independent of X which is the first split point. Setting m(z, p) = 
EL(z, p) and taking expectations on both sides of (2.2), we have 
m(z, PI = 
I 
1 
2xPm(zx-‘, /3) dF(x) 
0 
I 
‘- xp-’ d$x) + 
I 
1 
= x~-~III(zx-~, /I) d+(x) (2.3) 
0 z 
for z E (0, 11, and P(x) = 5,” 2y dF(y) is a distribution function by the symmetry of 
E Multiplying both sides of the last equation by zlmp and applying (2.1), we obtain 
lim z’-O m(z, P) = K xp-’ d$x) du z+o+ 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
In Section 3, we will show 
Var L( z, p) = (+( z, p) < CZ~~-~+’ 
for 0 < 0 < 1 depending on F and /3. (Here and below C denotes a positive constant 
whose value is unimportant and may change from line to line.) 
For each E > 0, 
If we let A0 < -1, then by the Borel-Cantelli lemma 
L(n”,P) =1 as 
k-5 *(n”,p-) . . 
Ifpal and (n+l)“~zGn”, then since L(z, p) is non-decreasing, 
Since m(z, /3)- CzaP’, lim,,, m((n+l)“, p)/m(n*, p) = 1, and we conclude 
. L(z,P) 
!i% m(s= l a.s. (2.6) 
If 0s j? < 1, L(z, /3) is decreasing, and a similar argument leads to the same con- 
clusion. 
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Using (2.4), (2.5) and (2.6), we next compute the limit of the empirical moments 
of the resealed lengths. 
=2KP y dF(y) dx = U’%(U) du 
where 
I 
UK-’ 
h(u) = 2KC2 Y dF(y) 
0 
for O< u < K. Since a measure on a finite interval is determined by its moments, 
we have shown 
(2.7) 
forO<x<K.Since{N,+l: n>O}c{Z(z):O< z < l}, comparison of (2.7) and (1.9) 
completes the proof of Theorem 1.7. 
3. Variance estimates 
In this section we prove the variance estimate 
cr(z,p)=Var(l(z,p))~Cz2P-2+e (3.1) 
where 0 < 0 < 1 is a constant depending on F and /3. The first step is to obtain an 
integral equation for a(z, p). Using (2.2), a computation gives 
(+(z, P) = 
I 
1 
2xzPa(zx-‘, p) dF(x)+ 
I 
‘f(x, z)h(x, z) dF(x) (3.2) 
z 0 
for O<z~l, f(x,z)=~~m(~~~~,~)+(1-x)~m(~(1-x)-~,~)+m(~,~) and 
h(x,z)=xPm(zx~‘,~)+(1-x)Pm(z(l-x)~’,~)-m(z,~).Weneedtoestimatethe 
integrand of the last integral in (3.2). By (2.4), 0~ m(z, j3) G CzP-’ so 0 <f(x, z) G 
Czp-’ independent of x. To estimate h(x, z), we will first estimate Ix’-‘m(zx-‘, j3) - 
m(z, P)I. 
Suppose the splitting distribution is fi and let i, be the length of the left-most 
interval when it is first strictly less than z. If &t(z, p) = EL! and z E (0, 11, then 
LP 1 
A(s P) = 
I 
x0 dE(x)+ xPrG(zxP1, p) d$(x). 
0 
Comparing this equation with (2.3), we see 
If P(x) = 2y dF(y), then &(z, p - 1) = m(z, p). (3.3) 
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We let 6(y) = 1 - fi(e-“-) for y > 0, { Y,}z, be i.i.d. with distribution function 
6, S,=O, Sn=Cr=r Y and K(t)=inf{n ~0: S,, > t} for t> 0, then rft(z, p) = 
E(exp(-PSKc,,)) for r = -log z, and we let S,, and i(t) be as the corresponding 
quantities above except that S,= -log X, then xp6r(zx-‘, p) = E(exp(-PSk(,t)). 
Using a coupling of Ney [9], the sequences {S,}~+ and {S,,}~~p=o can be constructed 
on the same probability space with a random variable T, the coupling position, so that 
(a) P(T> t)< Cxmy eey’ for O< ye 1 depending on E 
(b) {~<t}~B,=the u-algebra generated by {K(t), K(t), S, for 
OsnGK(t)-1 and S,, forO<n<K(t)-1). 
(3.4) (c) { yK(t)+ilZ=l is independent of %3, and SKctj, and { ?~~tj+i}~u=l 
is independent of ?A’, and Sk(,). 
(3.4a) follows from Lemma 2.1 of Ney’s paper. For more detail on this point, see 
the argument from (2.17) to (2.19) of [2]. 
There are two cases to consider, /3 > 1 and 0 < p < 1. (For /3 = 1, h (x, z) = 0.) For 
0 < ee’ = z < x < 1 and /3 > 1, using (3.3) and (3.4a, d), we have 
Ixp-‘~n(zx-‘, PI - 45 PII = IE(exp((l -P)S,(,J -exp((l -P)SnctJ)l 
=zP-‘IE(exp((l -P)(SK(,)- t))-exp((l -p)(Skct,- t)))l 
<2zP-‘p(7> t)=s cx-yzy+p-l. 
For O<e-‘= z G x < 1 and 0 G p < 1, we have to work a little harder. First we let 
Ocy~t and H(y, t)=E(exp((l-/?)S,(,,)]S,=y). H(0, t)=e”-P”E(exp((l-P) 
(SK@) - t) 1 S, = 0) = e(lPP)‘R( t). SUP~~,<~ R(t) G C by renewal theory and H(y, t) = 
e(‘-P)‘R(t -y) so H(y, t) s C e(lpp)t, and C does not depend on y. For 0 < 6 < 1, 
we have 
IX p-‘m(zxpl, PI- 4s P)I = IE(exp((l -P)SKd-exp((l -P)S”e(,)))l 
s E((exp((1 -P)S,,,,)+exp((l -P)~Iz(~,))~~Qs,)) 
by (3.4d). 
E(exp((1 -P)SK,,,)~{,>,~) ) s E(exp((l -P)S~(~))(lts,(,,,~t, r>~t)+~{~K(6rI>t)) 
and 
E(exp((1 - P)&~I)~{s,(~+. 7>~f) ) = E(H(SK(S~), ~)~~~~~~,p~,~~~~)~ by (3.4c), 
< C e(‘-p)‘p(,> &) < cx-yz~-l+ys 
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and 
m 
E(ew((l -P)SK(,))~(~~~~~)>~)) = C E(e (I-m”+,1 {S”~W S.+,>r) > 
n=o 
e(‘-p)u d&(u)P(S, E dy) 
G C e(l-p)sr f P(S, S at) C Cz’p-l’s(-log z). 
n=0 
Similar calculations hold for the 5~~~) term. For 0~ z < x < 1, we have established 
IX p~‘m(zx~‘, p) - m(z, p)I S CX-~Z~~‘+~ 
for 0 < y G 1 depending on F and 0 < 8 < 1 depending on F and p. We have 
J 
’ Ih(x, z)] dF(x)s 2 ’ xIxp-‘m(zxpL, p) - m(z, /3), dF(x) 
0 I 0 
(1 
z- 
I 
1 
SC xzp-’ dF(x)+ x’~~z~-‘+~ dF(x) < Czp-‘+‘. 
> 
(3.5) 
0 z 
Substituting (3.5) and the bound for f(x, z) into (3.1), we obtain 
J 
1 
4s PI s xzp-‘a(zx-‘, p)2x dF(x)+ CZ*~-~+*. 
Z 
So z’-*~u( z, p) G y(z) where y(z) is the unique solution of 
J 
1 
y(z) = cz+’ + y(zx-‘) d$x). 
Z 
By Lemma 2.1, 
1 
Y(Z) - c 
J 
uo-2 du < Cz’-l 
Z 
as z-,0+, and we conclude that a(z, p)< CZ*~-*+~. 
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